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This white paper will discuss the core areas of focus for implementing a video commerce SEO
strategy. Areas of focus shall include:
• Creative Content Development Strategy to Boost SEO Rankings
• SEO Benefits of Co-Citations & Co-Occurrences
• Supercharging your Video Destination

Creative Content Development Strategy to Boost SEO Ranking
Meta Tag Content Optimization
Your video website has multiple pages including custom pages, the homepage and playback
pages.
All of these webpage have <title> tags that can be optimized for the search engines. A well
optimized title is a strong ranking signal in the major search engines.
a. Homepage and Custom Pages. Manually insert a keyword rich page-specific title tag.
Make sure the target keywords are at the beginning of the page title.
b. Playback Pages. The title will dynamically pull from the Video Title. Google will not
display title tags that go beyond 512 pixels. Our suggestion is to ensure that video titles
are both concise and comprehensive, yet satisfy the 512 pixel guideline.
SEO TIP: One recommended tool to check title tag pixel length is To The Web
Meta Description Tag Optimization
Every video webpage that has a title should also have a corresponding meta description
tag (i.e. meta name=”description”). A meta description tag is what is going to appear in the
search engines and should be carefully written encourage click throughs.
a. Homepage and Custom Pages. Manual insertion of page-specific descriptions. A
well written meta description tag should include a CTA (call to action). For example a
ski shop might include something along the lines of “check out our slalom skis, they are
only $499 a pair…”
b. Playback Page. The description will dynamically pull from the Video Description.
Google will not display beyond 920 pixels. Our suggestion is to ensure that video titles
are both concise and comprehensive, yet satisfy the 920 pixels guideline.

SEO TIP: One recommend tool to check meta description tag pixel length is To The Web

Video Closed Captions
Closed captions on a product video can improve the viewer experience and result in SEO
benefits.
Discovery Digital Networks ran a test for videos that included closed captions (versus videos
that don’t). They concluded that videos that contained closed captions had 13% more
views than those without. Since there is also evidence that the video ranked higher for
the keywords used in the closed captions, it is recommended to use closed captions in all
product videos.
Source
http://www.reelseo.com/video-accessibility-closed-captions-video-seo/

Video Transcripts
For SEO purposes it is
absolutely imperative
to have a full transcript
for any product video. A
video transcript provides
necessary content that
enable search engines to
better comprehend and
understand the topical
information related to the
video.
For any product video it
is recommended to place
the transcript directly
beneath the video within
the page.
For example Jennifer Lombardo of study.com presented an education video entitled
“Consumer Products: Convenience, Shopping, Specialty & Unsought Products”. Beneath this
video there is a full transcript (that can be expanded if someone signs up for the course).
This video landing page is currently ranking position 6 on Google for the phrase “convenience
products”.

What if there there is little or no dialogue in my product video?
Sometimes a product video may lack verbal dialogue which would make a transcript less
useful. In situations like this it is important to simply create a product description of what the
video is describing.
Here is an entertaining example of a “rocket powered snowboard”. This video has no
voiceover or dialogue but it contains a product description:

This video appears in position 5 for a Google video search of “snowboards”
Both of these example demonstrates the importance in having supporting content for
a video. Having a full transcript and/or product description creates the potential for the
product videos to rank for derivative long tail keywords. A long tail keyword is a specialty
search related to the product. For example a person may search for “some long tail keyword
phrase” and the landing page with the video may appear because the verbiage related to this
phrase are included in the content. This result may have never appeared if wasn’t for the
landing page content that support the product video.
Sources
http://www.3playmedia.com/2014/07/08/5-tips-improving-video-seo-transcripts-captions/
http://www.3playmedia.com/2013/07/18/video-seo-transcript-tips-for-youtube-and-content-marketing-videopart-2/

Long Form Content that Supports a Product Video
Long form content can be described as content that exceeds 2300 words. This content can
include a product description, video transcript, testimonials, manufacturer descriptions, etc.
Some e-commerce retailers may resist placing long form content into their video product
landing pages. However having long form content on a product page is not only acceptable
but desirable for product promotion.
Here are some of the benefits of having long term content:
• More social shares (shares on linkedin, facebook, twitter, etc)
• More backlinks
• More authority in the major search engines
• Higher user engagement (likes, comments, etc)
• Ultimately higher search engine rankings
Sources
https://blog.kissmetrics.com/create-long-form-content/
http://okdork.com/2014/04/21/why-content-goes-viral-what-analyzing-100-millions-articles-taught-us/

SEO Benefits of Co-Citations & Co-Occurrences
Co-citations and Co-Occurrences are a new SEO ranking signal that has become increasingly
important in the last few years. For example the famous snowboarder “Shaun White” is often
associated in articles, news and other online content related to “snowboards” and “Burton”.
A Google keyword search for “Shaun White Snowboard” shows a burton.com listing related to
Shaun White.
Although this burton landing
page contains content
related to Shaun White, it
is also no coincidence that
the keywords “Burton” and
“Shaun White” are mentioned
in several other online
articles. These phrases are
often held in close proximity
or they are co-occurring.

The bottom line is that it can be beneficial to tie in high volume lifestyle phrases (e.g. Shaun
White) into a product video description where appropriate. This is especially helpful if the
product is related to a well known celebrity or any other public figure. If the product name
and lifestyle are used often enough, it is possible for the video product page to have strong
ranking for the high volume phrase “Shaun White Snowboards”.
Sources
http://www.searchenginejournal.com/co-citation-and-co-occurrence-the-next-big-thing-in-seo/60724/

Supercharging your Video Destination
It is very important to have a technically clean and accessible video website. This makes it
easier for the search engines to understand what the website is about.
Indexing Video Pages
A sitemap provides the search engine with an index of pages. The TVPage Video Site sitemap
also contains links to all of the videos on the site, including the video metadata.
The sitemap will continuously be updated and refreshed to ensure that links are active.
Speed Optimization
It is very important that a website downloads quickly. Not only is the important for the user
experience but the major search engines factor download speeds as a major ranking signal.
SEO TIP: Make sure to check developers.google.com to analyze website download speeds.
Minimized Inline CSS
Inline CSS used only when necessary within the Video Site. It results in undesirable code to
text ratio, so it is only implemented in specific cases.
JS and CSS Minification
It is important to minimize JS and CSS resources. Part of achieving this is built into the TVPage
CDN hosting and workflow.
Minimize Page Objects
Minimize CSS/JS objects to ensure a quick load time.
HTML Page Size

It is important to ensure that the HTML Page Size is as low as possible. To achieve this, all
Video Sites must contain minimized HTML/JS/CSS code.
HTML Compression GZip
It is important to transfer compressed data to the client, to minimize transfer size and load
times.

About TVPage
TVPage, the Video Commerce Platform, enables Brands and Retailers to merchandise video
content, creating new revenue channels. Using Video Commerce Sites or Video Commerce
Players, products can be offered to video viewers as they watch. Import video content from
any source and merchandise the content from the TVPage dashboard. Measure engagement
and conversion analytics to make intelligent decisions to improve merchandising and video
production efforts.
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